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INT. LIVING ROOM. EVENING

We are looking into a vast living area of a large cottage.

The decoration is eclectic and tatty, and although kept

clean, it looks like the owners have given up its

maintenance. A deer’s head is mounted on the far wall, next

to a gun cabinet.

CHRIS is sitting on the sofa with his feet propped up on the

coffee table. He’s a man of middle age, with thinning grey

hair and wrinkled skin. He is wearing a thick plaid

lumberjack coat over grubby blue jean. A pair of tatty

walking boots lay on the floor beside the sofa.

He is dozing in the chair, head lolled to one side snoring

slightly.

Suddenly there is a loud knocking at the front door. CHRIS

wakes up. He stumbles to the door and opens it.

EXT. DOORSTEP. NIGHT

ANDREW is breathing heavily. He is clutching his side, blood

has seeped between his fingers.

ANDREW

Please...help me!

Chris stares for a moment before taking in what’s going on.

He puts an arm around Andrew’s shoulders and helps him in.

INT. LIVING ROOM. NIGHT

CHRIS helps ANDREW to the sofa and sits him down.

CHRIS is acting quickly and hardly stops to think. He’s

working in auto-pilot and appears to know what he’s doing.

He makes no attempt to reach for the phone and call for

help.

CHRIS

Stay here

INT. KITCHEN. NIGHT

CHRIS fumbles around opening and closing kitchen drawers

until he finds what he wants and takes out an old kitchen

towel.



2.

INT. LIVING ROOM. NIGHT

CHRIS comes back in with the towel and crouches on the floor

in front of Andrew.

CHRIS

Lift up your shirt

CHRIS presses the towel against the wound to stop the

bleeding.

CHRIS

What happened?

ANDREW

Some kind of...animal, I think. I

was jogging, it just...came out of

nowhere...

CHRIS

There’s no animals out there big

enough to do this, you’re just in

shock. I ’spect you took a fall,

caught yourself on a branch or

something.

CHRIS shakes his head and removes the towel to look at the

wound. Its stopped bleeding, and doesn’t look too bad;

almost as if its healing already.

CHRIS

It’s not as bad as it looks, stay

here for the night, I’ll drive you

home in the morning.

ANDREW is growing increasingly delirious, slurring his words

and swaying.

ANDREW

...I should get home...my

wife...the baby’s due any time...

He gets up to leave.

CHRIS

I can’t let you leave son...

CHRIS stands and slowly picks up a heavy glass vase from the

hearth behind him. Its empty of flowers.

ANDREW is making his way to the door, staggering and

clutching his side. CHRIS follows, approaching slowly from

behind.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

CHRIS lifts the vase and brings it down on the back of

ANDREWS head. ANDREW falls to the floor.

CHRIS

...it’s a full moon.

CHRIS shuts the door and takes a length of rope from a

drawer. He ties Andrew’s hands and feet and drags him to out

of the living room.

INT. HALLWAY. NIGHT

Chris drags Andrew down the hall and into a dark spare room

full of clutter.

Christ carelessly throws Andrew to the floor and closes the

door tightly behind him.

FADE TO BLACK

EXT. PORCH. MORNING

CHRIS is sitting on a bench at the front of the house,

looking out towards the woods. He’s smoking cigarette,

savoring it. The atmosphere is tense. Chris clenches and

un-clenches his fist in his lap.

ADA emerges from the trees, wearing nothing but an old

blanket covered in mud and leaves. She walks towards him.

She has twigs and leaves in her hair, and blood smeared

round her mouth.

CHRIS stands as she approaches, takes off his jacket and

drapes it over her shoulders. ADA smiles and walks inside.

CHRIS follows slowly behind her, looking back over his

shoulder as he closes the door behind him.

INT. BEDROOM. MORNING

Chris slowly opens the door to the bedroom. Ada is inside

with her back to the door getting dressed, just before she

pulls on a jumper we see a large scratch-like scar on her

lower back.

She is unaware that Chris is in the doorway.

CHRIS

I had a visitor last night...

Ada gasps and turns around to face Chris. She frowns and

looks at him questioningly.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

CHRIS

...Young lad, he was out jogging.

Said some kind of animal attacked

him. He had a nasty scratch.

Anything to do with you?

ADA

Shit! Chris I...

Ada sits down on the bed and puts her head in her hands.

After a moment she looks up at Chris

ADA

I couldn’t catch up! I’m not as

young as I used to be.

CHRIS

Well you’re lucky he came here and

didn’t run into town. If the police

hear about some giant man eating

animal in these woods they’ll be

out here sniffing around...and you

know what that means.

ADA

I...I’m sorry.

There’s a pause as they both think.

CHRIS

Look forget it, just be careful

next time, ok!

Ada falls back onto the bed and lays staring up at the

ceiling. Chris walks away and closes the door.

FADE TO BLACK.

INT. LIVING ROOM. LATE EVENING

Ada and Chris are sitting at the dining table together. In

front of them are barely touched plates of food, Chris has

been sipping from a can of beer. They are silent, Ada

staring off into space and Chris flicking through a news

paper. ADA looks out the window at the emerging full moon

and stands up. She walks towards the door to leave, glancing

back over her shoulder.

CHRIS gets up and goes to the gun cabinet once she’s gone.

He takes out a rifle and loads it.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

He starts pacing back and forth, muttering under his breath

and getting increasingly angry. His footsteps get louder as

he stamps across the wooden floor. Tears begin to well in

his eyes, he scrunches up his face and tries to stop himself

from crying.

He stops pacing and collapses into a chair, exhausted and

fed up. He cries for a while, frustratedly wringing his

hands, the rifle laying across his lap.

In an unplanned moment of frustration and despair, CHRIS

takes the gun and thrusts it into his mouth, his finger

clutching dangerously close to the trigger. He sits like it

for a while, contemplating before breaking down again. He

takes the gun out of his mouth and sits staring out the

window.

INT. LIVING ROOM. NIGHT

An hour or so has passed, CHRIS is sitting in the same chair

sleeping, the gun now resting on the floor. The grandfather

clock in the hall upstairs chimes, it’s midnight.

He sighs and glances out the window again at the full moon

and darkening sky.

There’s a thud from the spare room.

ANDREW (O.S)

ARGH!

CHRIS gets up and cocks the gun, takes one last look up at

the full moon, and walks down the hall to the spare room. He

stops at the door, sighs and grabs the handle. Andrew’s

pained yells can be heard from inside.

FADE OUT


